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Overview   
• Objectives: 

•  Evaluate awareness levels, priorities, and opinions about the 
foundation, its objectives, and its funding 

•  Evaluate effectiveness of messages, communication, recognition, 
events, campaigns, etc. 

• Execution: 
•  Send to approx. 960 families 
•  Opened Feb. 7.  Closed end of March. 
•  Email directly to each household; multiple reminders in weeklies 
•  237 responses (25%) 



RESULTS PART 1: ANNUAL 
GIVING 



Q1) Have you made your annual giving donation or pledge 
to SPARK for the 2012-2013 school year? (CHOOSE ONE) 



Q2) Have you made an annual giving donation to SPARK in 
the past? (CHOOSE ONE) 



Q3) If you have not yet made a pledge or donation for the 
2012-13 school year, could you indicate why not?  
(CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY) 



Common Response Themes: 

• Many people simply haven’t given yet but plan to 

• Some feel that supplemental taxes for school bond 
measures should suffice 

• A few feel that the funds aren’t spent on the right priorities 



Q4) I have a child/children in the following grade(s):  
(CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY) 



Q5) Would you describe, in your own words, what you 
believe contributions to SPARK are used for? 

• Common Response Themes:  

•  Approx. 85% listed Music, Art, Science Technology 

•  Many listed Library 

•  Several mentioned salaries for program teachers 

•  A handful referenced class size 
   BOARD COMMENT: Most of these comments (and summary themes) describing what people 

thought SPARK contributions were used for were accurate, with one notable exception. SPARK 
does not provide funding to reduce class sizes.   



RESULTS PART 2: 
COMMUNICATIONS 



Q6) SPARK strives to provide the community with a variety 
of information. Please rank the following types of information, on a scale of 1-10, in 
terms of their influence on your decision to give or not. (1; not influential, 10: very influential) 

INFORMATION ABOUT 

How SPARK funds are spent 

California State funding and 
how it affects our schools 

Testimonials about the 
importance of SPARK-funded 
programs from teachers, 
parents and administrators 

Giving levels and any amount 
will help  

AVERAGE RANKING 

8.55 

7.86 

6.54 

6.24 



Q7) What other types of information would you like to see 
SPARK provide? 

Common Response Themes: 

•  Many requests for detailed accounting 

•  Requests for school or district related budget & spending 
information  

•  Requests about the impact of state funding cuts.  What’s been cut, 
or what wouldn’t we have without SPARK funding. 



Q8) How knowledgeable would you consider yourself about 
the current state of funding for public schools in the state of 
California and the various current factors/initiatives that will 
influence funding for our district? (CHOOSE ONE) 



Q9) The following are a list of ways that SPARK 
communicates with the community. On a scale of 1-10, how 
effective do you think each method of communication is for 
conveying information about SPARK? (1 being very 
ineffective, 10 being very effective) 



Comment Response Themes: 

•  Many unaware about the content on the website.  

•  The Fall brochure was rated as one of the most effective forms of 
communication, but some expressed concern over the cost and 
environmental impact.   

  BOARD COMMENT: The SPARK website includes financials, event details and general info. Much of the 
information people inquired about currently resides there. The Board plans to ramp up its efforts to 
promote the website as the primary communication channel. Since 2010 the brochure has been printed 
on recycled materials with many of the printing and production expenses donated or provided at cost. 

Q10) Are there other forms of communication you would 
recommend SPARK use to convey its messages? 



Q11) How do you feel about the frequency of SPARK 
communications? 



RESULTS PART 3: FUNDING 



Q12) Please rank the importance of each of the major 
educational areas SPARK funds: (1: most important, 6: least important)  

AREAS    AVERAGE RANKING 

Science    2.65 

Music    2.86 

Art    3.28   

Technology   3.51 

Library    4.21 

Outdoor Ed/PE   4.50   



Q13) Do you believe that these programs are in danger of 
being cut or scaled back without the funds raised by 
SPARK? 



Q14) What other educational enrichment areas would you 
suggest SPARK fund? 

• Commonly listed items (in order of occurrence): 

•  Foreign Language (Over 20% of respondents) 
•  PE/Sports 
•  GATE (Gifted and Talented Education) 
•  Playground 
•  Additional creative arts: drama, orchestra, band 
•  Gold Country 
•  More science 



RESULTS PART 4: DONOR 
RECOGNITION 



Q15) If you have given to SPARK, did you put the SPARK 
sticker on your car or your SPARK Business sticker on your 
place of business? 



Q16) Are you aware that we publish a list of our donors in 
our annual brochure, in the directory, and on our website? 



Q17) Does a published list of donors and giving levels 
influence your decision to give or your opinion of the 
organization, either positively or negatively? 



•  Nearly 60% indicated that publishing a list of donors and giving 
levels did not affect their opinion of the organization or their 
willingness to give 

•  Approx 16% (40) comments indicated that publishing a list of donors 
and giving levels affected their opinion of the organization or their 
willingness to give in a “negative” way 

•  Approx 6% (15) comments indicated that publishing a list of donors 
and giving levels affected their opinion of the organization or their 
willingness to give in a “positive” way 

•  Several indicated that it was probably effective, even if they didn’t 
care for it themselves 

Common Comment Themes: 



Q18) In what other ways would you like to see donors 
recognized? 

Common Comment Themes: 

•  Mostly “none” 

•  A few negative comments about spending money to thank the large 
donors  

•  A few were appreciative of that recognition, though, and suggested it at 
other levels. 

   BOARD COMMENT: Very little money is spent on donor recognition. What is spent is generally offset by 
the local business community.  



Q19) SPARK feels strongly that any level of contribution is 
helpful and appreciated. Do you feel like this message is 
effectively communicated? 



•  Many felt that the published “full share” amount is the “minimum” 
amount 

•  Many felt that the organization is getting better at communicating that 
message 

Common Response Themes 



RESULTS PART 5: GENERAL 



Q20) If you have given to SPARK, either this year or in the 
past, was there a particular document, event, campaign, or 
communication that compelled you to donate at that time? 



Q21) If you have not given to SPARK, either this year or in 
the past, is there anything that could influence you to 
donate?  

Other suggestions: 
•  Communicate the credit card/monthly payment option 
•  Directed donations        • Awareness/Activity at Hall 



Q23) Do you feel like YOU are a part of SPARK? 



Q24) Do you have any suggestions regarding what SPARK 
can do better specifically around programs, events, 
communications, messages, or cultivating better volunteer 
involvement? 

Common Response Themes: 
•  Other ways to be involved, other types of events 

•  More specifics, including physical reminders, of equipment, programs, 
services, etc. that are funded 

•  More transparency to the board, meetings, process, and open positions 

    BOARD COMMENT:  We couldn’t agree more! The foundation focused its communications this year by 
highlighting specific program spending through increased signage at schools (banners), fliers and stickers. 
Expanding outreach and educating and engaging parents in our community is a huge priority and we will 
continue to do so by promoting volunteer needs, showcasing events and Open Board Positions in the 
Weeklies, the website, email blasts and through the SPARK classroom reps.  



Q25) Is there other feedback you’d like to provide about 
SPARK? 

Common Response Themes: 

•  Keep up the good work 

•  Increase transparency 


